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While you are sheltering in place at home, looking for projects to keep you occupied, Koinonia and the 
Presbyterian Women suggest that you think ahead to the Christmas Store and Auction, an annual event 
held in December each year.  

An important tradition at FPC for many years has been The Christmas Store for the children.  FPC children 
come to the store with cash in hand for gifts which may be handmade by members and friends, all at a 
cost of $1 per gift.  This has been an easy way for children to select presents for family members with a 
little help from helpers. The children buy gifts for all members of their families from younger siblings to 
parents to grandparents, so a wide range of selections is appreciated.

In the past, FPC members have donated items for sale such as handcrafted jewelry, fiber arts projects, 
homemade cookies and candy, hand-crafted Christmas decorations, notecards and fresh honey.  Other 
items may include small items from outgrown toys, flea markets and garage sales stored in your closets 
or basement that you now have time to sort through.  The kids love those fun, unique items.  As they 
say, one man’s junk is another man’s treasure. And, speaking of men, gifts for them always seem to be in 
short supply.  

   

     
Perhaps if everyone begins working on ideas in May when we have some free time, we will have a wider 
selection of items for the children to choose from in December.  Remember that the first $1000 we make 
is sent immediately to our Posoltega friends to fund gifts for their children.

Thank you!   Koinonia Circle

Christmas in May???
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With the addition of FPC’s new magnetic nametags, we no longer have a need for two (2) small tables like 
the one pictured above. A call went out to see if any groups or organizations within FPC had a need or use 
for these table and the Property Committee received no positive responses. To that end the Property Com-
mittee will be offering these tables on a first-come, first-served basis to members of our congregation. If 
you receive one of these tables, we would ask that you consider making a donation to FPC to help out our 
finances during these trying times. The tables are approximately 29-inches wide, by 24-inches deep and 
they are 36-inches tall. One of the tables has a small drawer (pictured) and the other one does not have 
the drawer. Send requests to Steve Creech, Chair PMC at stephen.creech@comcast.net
Again, these tables will be offered on a first-come, first-served basis!

Property Announcement

                                             
Now that Shalom guests may no longer eat in the building, weekday breakfast is only fruit and doughnuts.  
The addition of a piece of string cheese for each person would provide some protein that is badly need-
ed by this population.  Six Sam’s Club packages of cheese, which cost just under $9 each, would provide 
enough for a whole week.  If you would like to help with this project, you may do your own shopping and 
deliver the cheese to Shalom, or the Schechter’s would be happy to shop for you.  Questions?  Call Ann at 
812-339-0306.

Outreach Pop-up Opportunity:  Cheese for Shalom
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Pop-up Opportunity

                                                       New Pop-up (and maybe longer) Opportunity—Sack Meals for 
Wheeler Mission Guests

                                                        
                                                      Several in the congregation have commented that they miss the 
                                                      opportunities to work together for a good cause that were provided by    
                                                      the Saturday morning breakfast groups and the Interfaith Winter Shelter.  
The Outreach Committee has received a request for assistance from the Wheeler Mission Center for Men 
that could provide a chance to rebuild some of the focused team efforts that we have had in the past.

The request is to provide to Wheeler 120 sack lunches once a month (or more often if we like) that 
would provide a meal for Wheeler guests.  This is particularly important right now because Wheeler staff 
and resources are tightly stretched and stressed.

We are seeking 12 families or individuals in the congregation who will volunteer to prepare 10 sack 
lunches once a month.  The plan is that we would start this on a Sunday in the second half of May, so 
there is a bit of time to prepare for this.  Then we would do it every month thereafter, with evaluation at 
some point to determine if we should continue.

Items in the sack meals could include a sandwich (PB+J, Lunch meat, etc), apple or orange, chips or cook-
ies, granola bar, fruit snack or candy, and a drink (water or Gatorade).

We plan to initiate this by asking the volunteers to prepare the sack meals and either deliver them to the 
church, or someone from the Outreach Committee could come to pick them up at the volunteer home.  
When all are in one place a Committee member would deliver them to Wheeler.  This will avoid having 
too many people traveling to Wheeler.

Later, when social distancing procedures change, we may decide that doing this as a group at the church 
might be preferable, but that can be decided later.
At the moment, we are looking for expressions of interest to determine whether it is  possible to start 
this project.  This is not intended to be a life-time commitment and if it is necessary in the future to take 
a month off for travel or special events that could be accommodated.  If you are interested in this, or 
have questions, please contact Dan Watts, wattbush@gmail.com  or 732-939-9426 
or Debbi Conkle, debbiconkle@gmail.com .
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Larry Crowe Property

There has been an ongoing discussion over the past few years regarding the Larry Crowe property in 
Brown County that is owned by First Presbyterian Church. The issue stems from the fact that this prop-
erty is seldom utilized by FPC, KPC or members of our congregations. Additionally, the Property Man-
agement Committee (PMC) has the responsibility for maintaining this property. This creates hardship 
on PMC members and a financial drain on FPC as well. On March 8, 2020 Session voted on the following 
“Motion”: “The Property Management Committee moves that Session approve the steps necessary to 
facilitate the sale of the Larry Crowe property as per the instruction provided by the Presbytery (property 
survey, appraisal, selection of a realtor, etc.).” This motion passed unanimously. 

It only seems appropriate to provide a brief history of the Larry Crowe property. Ray and Miriam Crowe 
were long-term members of FPC. Their 17-year old son (Larry Crowe) died in an automobile accident in 
1965. The Crowe’s utilized the proceeds from Larry’s life insurance policy to establish a memorial to him 
at FPC. In 1966, FPC purchased 23.01 acres in Brown County. This property would become known as the 
“Larry Crowe Property”. Initially the property was rarely used due to the lack of facilities. 
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In the early 1970’s a small “assemble it yourself” utility shed was purchased and constructed to serve 
as an outdoor restroom. In 1979 Dana Griffee passed away and his wife Alice donated funds to build a 
pavilion in his honor. In 1983 the “Dana Griffee Memorial Shelter” was constructed and dedicated. Over 
the years a portion of the property was developed and maintained as a lawn/recreation area; hiking and 
a dendrology trails were constructed; FPC youth planted Christmas trees and sold them as they matured 
for money-making projects; and, FPC held various functions and activities including Easter Sunrise Ser-
vice and Vacation Bible School at the property.
The issues with the lack of use stems from the fact that the property is located in Brown County and has 
relatively poor access (steep, gravel road with a blind turn off State Road 46). The area is not Americans 
with Disabilities Act (ADA) accessible and the only restroom is a pit-toilet. Other issues arise with the lia-
bility of providing transportation to youth and FPC members utilizing personal vehicles. Historically, PMC 
members would utilize their personal mowing equipment to maintain the lawn and trails. Each time the 
area needs mowed requires approximately a 4.5-hour time commitment plus the ability to haul person-
al mowing equipment to and from the site. Contracting maintenance is costly especially in light of the 
limited use.
The “Motion to Session” from PMC was not to simply sell the property and then have the money from 
the sale go to general church use. Instead, the hope is to utilize some of the proceeds from the sale to 
help FPC reduce its “carbon footprint” regarding energy usage. Potential suggestions include the installa-
tion of solar panels to offset our electrical energy usage; the installation of programmable thermostats to 
help reduce both heating and cooling costs by isolating various areas of the church that remain “unoccu-
pied” for long periods of time; replace the air-conditioning unit that supplies Lyman Hall (existing unit is 
near the end of its service life); and, to develop an appropriate memorial to Larry Crowe for the opportu-
nity his family’s gifts have provided.
Things will not happen overnight. We have guidance from the Presbytery that must be followed. We will 
need to have a land survey completed as well as an appraisal. Of the 23.01 acres there are only about 
4-acres that are suitable for home construction. The remaining 19-acres consists of mature oak/hickory 
forest. The decision to pursue the sale of this property comes after 12+ years of debate and consultation. 
PMC does not take this responsibility lightly and we are hoping that the congregation will provide us 
prayers and support as we move forward. We will do our best to keep everyone informed!
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In the midst of all that is going on with the COVID-19 pandemic it is sometimes hard to see anything pos-
itive. Basically, FPC has been in “lock-down” since this all started in March, but that doesn’t mean that 
our church home is without oversight. The Property Committee has been working diligently to ensure 
that maintenance needs are still being met and that critical infrastructure is still functioning. To that end I 
thought I would bring you up-to-date on what has been going on behind the scenes this past month.
Tom Dillon contacted me early on regarding strategies for reducing energy usage during these extended 
times when the church isn’t occupied. So together (maintaining social distancing, of course) we went 
throughout the church to set thermostats to a lower temperature in hopes of reducing the inside tem-
perature demands. Tom developed a chart and provided an infrared temperature sensing unit so that we 
could accurately check the various spaces to see how we were progressing towards our goal. I won’t get 
into the issues that we faced, but our antiquated system for controlling temperature in various parts of 
our building(s) simply doesn’t work very well. Over a period of about four-days we found that we were 
not able to adequately control temperatures in Lyman Hall, Walker Hall or the Sanctuary. While these 
three main structures are all interconnected with the same heating system, they cannot be precisely 
controlled independently. With our knowledge of what wasn’t working, Tom devised a plan to trick the 
system to reach our desired goal.
Step 1 was to completely shut down the older, large gas-fired boiler. We then turned down the normal 
operating temperature on the smaller, more efficient boiler. We also turned off one of two circulating 
pumps that moves the heated water from the boiler to the various heat exchangers and reduced the 
flow rate on the other pump. The circulating pumps could not be shut down completely for fear that sus-
pended solids in the water would settle out and cause serious damage to plumbing, valves and pumps. 
That would potentially result in damage when the pumps were brought back on-line. After a couple of 
days of testing we found that we were in fact getting closer to our goal, but we still weren’t able to get 
the inside temperatures to where we wanted them during this period when no one was utilizing the fa-
cility. To compound things, we were never able to maintain consistent temperatures throughout each of 
the main structures (Lyman/Walker/Sanctuary).
Step 2 was perhaps a more drastic step in that we decided to simply shut down the smaller boiler as well. 
This left FPC with zero natural gas consumption, except for the small amount used to maintain the hot 
water. The good news is that we should see a dramatic reduction in both our gas and electric usage and 
a significant reduction in our monthly energy bills. The bad news is that we have a very expensive organ 
sitting in the Sanctuary that has some rather close tolerances regarding both temperature and humidity. 
With that said we consulted Chris Young and were given a set of parameters for both the temperature 
and humidity requirements.
Tom and I started doing daily monitoring at FPC. We were mildly surprised at what we found. With no 
heat being produced, except for the solar radiation that provided some “greenhouse-type energy”, we 
found that the temperature inside all of our structures were holding steady and were remaining above 
the threshold established for the organ. When I checked the temperatures on Thursday, April 16th the 
outside air temperature had fallen to 26-degrees Fahrenheit. The temperatures inside Walker Hall, 
Lyman Hall and the Sanctuary were around 60-degrees. So, the “Rose Amongst Thorns” is that we now 
have a better understanding of how our facilities self-regulate from a heating perspective. We should be 
in a better position to regulate our energy usage particularly during those time when the church is not 
occupied. We no doubt will have a similar learning curve regarding the air conditioning side of things, but 
hopefully we will all be back together by then!

Submitted by Steve Creech, Chair PMC

Rose Amongst Thorns
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Here are a few of the environmental aspects of the current pandemic.

Air Pollution
On the positive side we’ve seen cleaner air so far this year in China and Europe and in parts of the US, 
including Indiana. Indianapolis has measured a thirty-eight percent drop in emissions of nitrogen dioxide, 
a substance commonly used to track traffic pollution, compared to the same time last year. The improve-
ment could be particularly beneficial in Central and Southern Indiana, which has historically had high 
levels of air pollution.
This decrease has been caused mainly by the big reduction in vehicle traffic on the roads. It is a preview 
of what we could gain if electric vehicles, charged with renewable energy, comprised a substantial part of 
our transportation.
We have glimmers of nature’s ability to recover from environmental abuse. But the lowering of some 
emission standards is worrisome moving forward.

Recycling
Even before the current pandemic recycling programs were struggling. Many recycling programs are now 
shut down. Bans on re-usable bags and reusable cups have been introduced. How long will it take to get 
back on track?

Garbage
There has been an increase in household waste with more single use packaging and ordering online. We 
have also seen a significant increase in medical waste.
These are just a few of the environmental aspects of the broad economic and social issues that will have 
to be addressed in the coming years. How will we find the right balance among all these issues?

Environmental Consequences of Covid-19   By Allan Edmonds and Norm Holy


